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A STUDY OF THE PBHF0RS5ANCE OF HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY 
STUDENTS B  BASIC COLLEGE BIOLOGY
The purpose of this study m s  to investigate the relationship 
of a course la high school biology to Hie beginning courses in botany, 
zoology* and biological science at Louisiana State University; and to 
determine achievement In these basic biological sciences* The data 
were obtained from the record files of the Junior E&vfsion and Hegistrar* s 
offices#
A general comparison of the relative achievements in botany* 
soology* and biological science of students m o  had and did not have 
high school biology m s  made first; then a comparison of various 
significant combinations of groups which had and which did not have 
hi$i school biology provided the method of deteming the relationship 
between achievement in basic college biology and the following factors 
which allegedly relate to achievement; (1) residence of the student 
during the period of high school training5 (2) size of the high school 
attended; (3) sex of the student; and (4) veteran status of the student* 
The compilation of data reveal® the following conclusions*
1# Students m o  take courses in high school biology show 
slightly greater degrees of achievement in the basic college biological 
sciences than student® m o  do not take the course in biology in high
asfil
school, Bio intensity of this groator degree of achievement is most 
pronounced in botany, zoology, and biological a clones respectively*
3* A coarse in high school biology is of value, to a slight 
degree, to students who attend high school in Louisiana and in states 
other than Louisiana; high school biology course® taken in states 
other than Louisiana are of slightly more value in the basic biological 
sciences than those courses taken in Louisiana high schools; and 
students attending Louisiana high schools who did not take high school 
biology do slightly better in the basic biological sciences than 
students attending high schools in states other than Louisiana.
%  Students who take hi# school biology in small Louisiana 
high schools do better in the basic biological sciences than students 
who take hi# school biology in large Louisiana hi# schools; and 
students who attend small high schools and do not take hi# school 
biology courses do better in the basic biological sciences than students 
who attend large hi# schools and take hi# school biology,
4« In the case of students who talc® high school biology 
courses, very little difference between the achievements of men 
and women students in the basic biological sciences is to be noted; 
of the students who do not take hi# school courses in biology, women 
students do considerably better in the basic biological sciences 
than men; and, in general, women students who do not take courses 
in hi# school biology do better in the basic biological sciences 
than both mm and women students who take the course in high school 
biology.
xviii
5* Veteran students who took courses in high school biology* 
in general* do better in the basic biological sciences than non­
veteran students who take^courses in high school biology; and veterans 
did not take biology in high school do better in the basic biological 
sciences than non-veterans who take hi# school biology.
(MP T M  $
SHE PROBLEM AMU lEFWITIOm 0  W m  USED
Since the early part of the current century there has been a 
gradual but consistent decrease in the number of separate courses 
in the biological sciences in the curricula of secondary schools in 
the Ohited States* and an increasing tendency to integrate the material 
Offered in separate courses such as botany* ecology* and human amtenny 
and physiology into a survey course in the biological sciences and 
to call It "biology* &  Mm the college curricula have responded to 
this development* and problems relative to the nature* purposes* and 
procedures in the teaching of the so-called new biology presents a 
live problem in the field of education*
Although this general course in high school biology— with it® 
many nee and socially important implications and applications to m u ­
le not primarily aimed at factual goals* or the preparation of students 
fear college courses in the biological sciences* many high school and 
college educators believe that the completion of the high school course 
in blelogy is a distinct advantage to students who enroll in the be­
ginning college courses la the biological sciences* such as botany* 
ecology* and the survey course in "biological science* *2
3- William E. Cole, j&g Teaching g£ Biology (fckw Torkt B. 
Appleton-Century Company* 1934), p. 17.
3 Ibid.. p. 24.
I. THE PROBLEM
2
It was the purpose of this study to 
investigate the relationship of a course in high school biology to the 
performance in the various beginning courses in the biological sciences 
at Louisiana State University, and to determine, if possible, -whether 
certain other factors appear to affect achievement, in the following 
ways*
(1) To compare the relative achievements in botany, zoology* 
and biological science of two groups of college students, those Who 
took biology in high schools with those who did not*
(2) To compare the relative achievements In botany, zoology, 
and biological science, on the basis of previous high school biology 
and residence in the following ways; (a) those Who took biology in 
Louisiana high schools with those who took high school biology out* 
side the state of Louisiana j (b) those who did not take high school 
biology but attended high school in Louisiana with those who did not 
take high school biology but attended high school outside the state 
of Louisiana; (c) those who attended high school in Louisiana and 
took high school biology with those who attended high school in 
Louisiana and did not take high school biology; (d) those mho attended 
high school outside Louisiana and took high school biology with those 
who attended high school outside Louisiana and did not take high school 
biology*
3
(3) To e©sg>are the relative achievements in botany, soology, 
and biological science, on the basis of previous high school biology 
and else at school, in the following nays: (a) those who took high 
school biology in large Louisiana high schools with those who took 
high school biology in snail Louisiana high schools; (b) those who 
did not take high school biology and attended large Louisiana high 
schools with those who did not take high school biology and attended 
swell Louisiana high schools; (c) those she attended large Louisiana 
high schools and took high school biology with those who attended 
large Louisiana high schools and did not take high school biology;
(d) those who attended assail Louisiana high schools and took high 
school biology with those who attended small Louisiana high schools 
and did not take high school biology,
(4) To compare the relative achievements in botany, Ecology, 
and biological science, on the basis of sex, In the following ways t 
(a) men students who took high school biology with those who did not; 
(h) wooes students who took high school biology with those who did not; 
(c) mm students who took high school biology with women students who 
took high school biology; (d) men students who did not take high school 
biology with women students Who did not; (a) mm students Who took 
high school biology with women students who did not; (£) women students 
who took high school biology with men students who did not; (g) men 
students who took high school biology in large high schools with men 
students who took high school biology in small high schools; (h) women
students *ho teak high school biology in large high schools with »  
students who took high school biology In mmXl high schools#
(5) to cesqaare the relative achievements in botany, zoology, 
and biological science of certain veteran and ncm-veteraa groups 
in the following wayas (a) veterans who took high school biology 
with veterans eteo did not; (b) veterans who took high school biology 
with non-veterans who took high school biology 3 (c) veterans udio did 
not taka hi# school biology with non-veterans who did not taka hi# 
school biology; (d) non-veterans who took hi# school biology with 
non-veterans who did net*
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S S M M i s a  2£ nroblem* Only the beginning courses in 
the biological acieneea— Botany 1-2, Zoology 1-2, and Biological 
Science 1-2— taught at Louisiana State University were used in this
5
study* and no attenpt m &  made in any way to check on any of the 
advanced courses in botany, aoology, or any other biological science, 
Bata used in this study were collected from individual records of 
Junior Biviaion students in these courses exclusively,
Bata were collected from the individual records of only those 
students who completed both semesters of any of the three courses 
during the academic years 1949-50 and 1950-51# Semester r̂ arks were 
used as indicators of achievement in the various courses,
"While the importance of a possible relationship between high 
school biology and other introductory courses such as various courses 
in the College of Agriculture has not been underestimated in this 
study, no attempt was made to check on any of these aspects.
Importance of the study* Despite the courageous effort of 
such conmlssions and committees as the Committee of Ten,3 the Committee 
on College Entrance Requirements,4 the Commission on the Reorganisation 
of Secondary Education,3 and others, to clarify the relationship between 
the high school and the college, the exact and specific value of the high 
school curricula for success or failure in college or university work
3 Baport of t£e SmAkiSS I 1 S 9 S S  §2S8B&XZ Stttdiw of
the National Education Asgociation, 1893 (N®w forks American Book 
Company, 1894), 249 pp.
* SfflSSEk fi£ J&S S m M W  SB M i m  Entrance Kequlrmente of the National Education Association, 1899 (Washington, D. C# s United 
States Government Printing Office, 1899), IBS pp.
5 "Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education," U, S, Bureau of 
Education, Bulletin, Ho. 35, 1918 (Washington, D. c.t United States 
CSovemment Printing Office, 1918), 33 pp.
6
Is still questionable in the minds of many educator® and Xayatan, 
especially in view of the results of such studies a® the Eight Year 
study.6
Various high school courses differ in the base® of their 
subject matter organisation* Some courses are organised as so-called 
fusion courses, a® in the ease of general science and of certain 
social sciences* In such courses as civic® and health a fusion type 
of organisation is combined with the attest to apply the instruction 
directly to the guidance or direction of the pupil*® activities and 
duties in life. Biology, however* like chemistry, mthematies, or 
economics, deals with knowledge which is organized after conventional 
classifications of knowledge# Consequently, the value of a study 
vfeich should, to some extent, show the relationship between high 
school biology and achievement in introductory college courses in 
the biological sciences should, prove an Important study not only 
from the standpoint of high school and college educators, but should 
be of prognostic value to students Who are anticipating pursuance 
of curricula the main content® of which deal with biological sciences*
II* DEFINITIONS OF TIMS USED
High school biology* The usage of this term has been restricted 
to the general survey course in the biological sciences, including
6 Wilford M. Aiken, Xhg. Story of SlS. Efght.-rYear § M t  tf*«™ 
Yorks Harper Brothers, 1942), 400 pp.
subject-matter t *m  the fields of botany and sodlogy, which is 
taught prevalently in the high schools of the united State®*
Botany* This term has been need to denote the branch of 
biology which treats of plants, in reference to their structure, 
functions, classification, and distribution*
Zoology* this tarn has been used to denote the branch of 
biology which treats of animals, their structure, classification, 
habits, and distribution*
Biological science * this refers to the general survey course 
in the biological sciences, including the fundamental principles of 
the living world, the interrelation of the sciences of botany, 
paleontology, aoology, and their relation to human beings, that Is 
taught at Louisiana State University and other colleges and univer­
sities* The course is generally intended for students who do not 
wish to pursue further work in any of the basic courses in these 
fields.
amis biological science* this term has been restricted 
to the beginning courses in the biological sciences offered at 
Louisiana State university. Specifically this term is representative 
of the courses Botany 1-2, Zoology 1-2, and Biological Science 1-2 
for the purposes of this study*
Aaerloan Council on BctacatAon Psychological Examination.? This 
refers to the American Council on Education Psychological Examination
? jtoffrmaa figmsa 2a ifeaft&ga Examination u&College Freshmen (New York* Educational Testing Service, 1948)*
8
fcr college freshmen give® to beginning freshmen at Louisiana State 
University and other universities and colleges* The total score on 
this examination* need in this study* and representative of quantitative 
skills and linguistic ability* la regarded as being indicative of a 
student* s general ability to do college work* Hereafter in this study 
this examination will be referred to as the ACE Examination#
Qaintile# This term* used in this study to interpret the results
yielded by the ACE Examination* refers to those points in a continuous 
array of data which divide it into five equal parts— !#©.* into first* 
second* third* fourth* and fifth quintile group® from highest to lowest.
Grade point mean. The reference made by this tern m s  to the 
measure of central tendency which was acquired by totaling the quality 
credits of the students used in the various groupings and dividing by 
the total munber of semester hours accompanying the quality credits*
allowing three quality credits for a mark of A* two for a B* one for
a C* none for a D or an F, The terms "grade point mean" and %ean" 
were used interchangeably throughout the study#
Difference between means# This was used to refer to the numerical 
difference* to the nearest thousandth* between the grade point means 
of the various paired groups.
Group favored# This term has been employed in this study to 
designate the group of the paired groupings which exhibits the larger 
grade point mean.
Significant. This word refers to the statistical differences 
between the grad© point means of various paired group® as indicated
9
by results acquired by employing Fisher*» #fc» ratio fcoa&a at a 
five par ©ant level, differences at five per cent levels and less 
being considered as significant*
Veteran* Bale term has been used in this study t© refer to 
those students at Louisiana State University mho are veterans of the 
Second World War and attended the University* under the provisions of 
Public Laws 346 and lb* the tana ^on-veteran11 m s  used to refer to 
all other students*
SssM m m * Shis term has been used to refer to the state In 
which the students used in this study* attended high school* In 
connection with this term, constant refer m m  is made in the study* 
to Louisiana and non-Louisiana students*
Large high school* The usage of this term has been restricted 
to those high schools In Louisiana which have an enrollment of more 
than 150 pupils^ according to the most recent Issue of the Louisiana 
School Directory.
fiman high school* This term has been restricted to those 
schools in Louisiana ■which have enrollments placed at below I5O by 
the most recent issue of the Louisiana School Directory*
.jhmfof Division student* This term has been employed to refer 
to those students at Louisiana State University who are registered 1» 
the Junior Division of said university* The Junior Division administers 
the work of freshmen students and all other students who fail to meet 
the entrance requirements of the senior college of their choice*
in. tens and soQBCBs o r m m
Bie data used in this study were secured from the record files 
of the junior Mvision and Registrars offices of Louisiana State 
University, m e  following data m several hundred students were gathereds 
1* Scares on the American Council Psychological Examination 
2* Semester marks in Botany 1-3
3* Semester marks In Zoology 1*3
4# Semester marks in Biological Science 1*3
The score used from the American Council Psychological Examination
was the Total score (T), representing the sum of the Q score and the 
L score* $&« Q score purports to measure ^quantitative# skills, sig* 
nificant in predicting academic success in scientific and technical 
curricula, while the t  score indicates linguistic# abilities, more 
significant for literature and social studies* The total score is 
regarded as a measure of general college ability# larks in botany, 
ecology, and biological science were of the traditional type, A, B,
C, D, and F, found on most college campuses#
IF. M L  METHOD OF PROCEDURE
In making all rasnpartsons all the groups were roughly equated 
as to general learning ability by a random selection of an equal number 
of students from each quintal© rank based on result© of the American 
Council Psychological Examination# Grade points, conforming to the 
standard method of assignment, were assigned in the following manner &
XX
three grade points per credit for an a , two for a 3, one for a C* 
and none for a D or an F« Ihesa procedures for equating were need 
throughout the study*
the differences between the grade-point means of the various 
groups in paired quintile groups and of the totals were determined^ 
the group favored indicated* and the significance of the difference 
between the two means determined by means of Fisher’s **tw ratio at 
a five per cent level* differences at five per cent levels and less 
being considered as significant* the actual determination of the 
significance of the various differences between means was made by 
determining the t-value of the difference between the two means* 
and consulting the table of t-values to see if the t-value determined 
far the designated number of oases was of such a magnitude to be 
considered as significant statistically*
Statisticians generally designate the five per cent level* 
or ninety-five per cent probability* as significant*8 A t-valua 
which is considered significant at this level for a designated number 
of cases is indicative of a five per cent probability* or in only one 
case out of twenty could this difference have occurred from, chance*
In determining the t~valu©s of the differences between mean® 
in this study the following two formulas were used successively $
8 Morris U. Blair* Elementary Statistics (New forks Henry 
Holt and Company* 1944), p* 431*
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In which*
%_2 * Standard deviation of difference© of two group©
SjS « sna of squared deviations from means in first group 
Xjg2 * Sum of squared deviations frosn means in second group 
« Total number of cases In first group 
Ng * Total number of cases in second groups
B,tio t « jL~.lg / Hisa
®l-2 v  %  * «2
In which*
Xi * Mean grade point ratio of the first group
* Mean grade point ratio of the second group
* Total number of oases in the first group
* Total number of cases in the second grouplO
V. ORCRNIZA.TIGN OF m A W ER OF THE ST00T
The remainder of the problem has been dealt with in chapters 
•which follow in this orders Chapter II is a comparison of the achieve­
ment of college students in basic biological sciences who had and did 
not have high school biology^ Chapter III deals with residence as a 
possible factor in achievement in the various biological science
9 Ibid.. P. 430. 
10 Ibid.. p. 431.
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subjectsj Chapter IV* sis© of school as a possible factor in achievement 
in biological sciences $ Chapter ?# sex m  a possible factor in achieve­
ment in biological sciences3 Chapter VI* veteran or status
as a possible factor in achievement in the biological sciences* the 
suBsaary and conclusions comprise Chapter HI*
w w  It
A m m m m t o f c o lle g e  s td b h h ®  m b io lo g ic a l s c m m s
TSEO MB m  DIB HOT HAVE H I®  SCHOOL BXCLQGX
Hie background, nature and purpose oi this study- Lav© been 
presented somewhat in detail* It is the purpose ©X this chapter 
to preset a review of the literature related to achievement of 
college students in biological sciences i«h© had or did not have 
high school biology, and to relate in as objective a manner as 
possible the results observed from an actual study of achievement® 
of college students at Louisiana State university in the introductory 
courses in the biological sciences the had or did not have biology 
in high school.
I*  LITERATBHE CM ACRIBTOtKaiT OF COLLEGE & m m a  
IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 1BQ BID Q& BIB 
NOT HAVE HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGI
Literature pertaining directly to the value of a high school 
course in biology for achievement in the basic college biological 
sciences 1® meager, but brief sximmaries of work doubly related will 
be given.
Because of the fact “that there Is still a tendency for colleges 
to look upon high school biology a® of such general exploratory nature,
many colleges are prone to either question the value of, or he unconcerned 
about the value of it**
In hie textbook, £g!S Teaching g£ BldlogyT Cole5 briefly discussed 
the immediate educational value of high school biology* Cole stated;
Biology has established itself in the secondary school*o 
program of studies* In the past it has been looked upon by 
some teacher® and specialists as a hodgepodge course, Which 
made little contribution to secondary school pupils* Those 
specialists, however, who have some knowledge of the educa­
tional organon, and these teachers who realise the exploratory 
potentialities of biology, wiH see its immediate eda<mtlonal 
value for those students who go to college and still greater 
value for those who do not* Biology will ressalsa in their minds, 
and no doubt in practice, as one of the most functional courses 
at the secondary level. 3
Hore specifically related to the problem at hand, Ctmnlnghm,^ 
several years ago at Duke tJhlversity, mads an investigation which 
involved a e comparison of the relative achievements in aoology and 
botany of two groups ox college students, those who had studied 
biology in high schools and those who had not* A comparison was made 
of the marks of two groups of students at Me© University# One group, 
which included 426 students of soology for the years 1931-33 inclusive 
and 77$ students of botany for the years 1932-33, bad all studied
1 William B. Cole, ghe Teaching $£ Biology (bow larks I). 
Appleton-Centtory Company, 1934), p* 25*
2 bo°* alt*
* iss* sit*
4 Bert Cunningham, *& Study of the Effect of a Course in High 
School Biology, * School jS s U m  m& m & m ffS M s 30CXIV (June, 1934), 
579*
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biology before titering college} t o  other group, which included 
respectively 547 and 154 students from the some classes in zoology 
and botany as those from which the first group had boon drawn, had 
sot studied biology in high school* t o  percentages of each group 
t o  bad earned the Jwarks A, B, C, D, and F were confuted and compared*
The bindings resulting from this investigation are as follows;
1* She percentages of students of ecology receiving the 
marks of A, B, and C in the group who had studied biology in 
hSgh school were considerably larger than were the percentages 
of these earning these marks in the group Who had net* t o  
corresponding superiority of the students of botany who had 
studied biology in high school, over those who had not, were 
less marked*
2* The fact that the percentages of failures were so nearly 
the same for those who had studied biology in high school and 
those #io had not, ’'indicated tot some schools are giving exceed­
ingly peer courses in biology* *$
In a study more closely related to the problem at hand Thaw 
concluded that *£he influence of high school training in biology has, 
in general, little carry over value in college courses in biology * « * **̂
Thaw introduced his study by stating tots
The colleges formerly distinguished between students t o  had 
had high school biology and students who had not in terms of the 
collegiate courses to which the respective ©roups were assigned* 
those who bad had a year of high school biology were assigned 
to the second quarter or semester of t o  related college eXemsn** 
tary course while t o  others were assigned to t o  first quarter 
or semester* later, and in terms of current general practice,
5 Ibid.. p. 587.
6 Richard F. Thaw, "Comparative Studies of Students In First 
Team College Biology," 2M  teSEtea I M S E S  XII (February,
1950), 37.
no distinction is being m&* between %h® students In those tiro 
groups in that all of them are planed in the some beginning courses 
in biology* Hie colleges believe in terms of their practices 
that the high schools as a group, ore not effective enough in 
their preparation of pupils in biology to warrant giving credit 
for courses In high school biology*
From the high school point sf view, it appears desirable to 
beach the sciences in high school because of the relatively small 
percentages of high school pupils tito go to college# The majority 
of high school pupils receive the only formal training in the 
sciences which most of them will ever receive# From the college 
point of view, if the hi^i School courses have resulted in real 
training in the sciences, the students Should not be retired to 
repeat work which they have already mastered and waste time which 
they might spend more profitably in more advanced study* For all 
collages to continue to give no credit for high school achievement 
in the sciences seems to be an indictment of the quality of the 
training given in these fields#
Price:' studies, of the classroom achievements of students in 
elementary biology courses in college Show that there are m  
differences or at most slight differences in achievement In college 
biology favoring those who had high school biology • # *
In attempting to find whether or not high school biology had any 
significance at a college level Thaw compared two groups of student® in 
college biology from the standpoint of performance, one group having 
had high school biology and the other group having not had high school 
biology*
The procedure used by the investigator m s  as follows $
For the purposes of this paper the group which had high school 
biology will be designated as %tda* and the group which had m  
high school biology as %&d note. * An elementary statistical treat­
ment of the sccres of these four groups in each of the five non- 
standardised objective college classroom teats in biology was used* 
The basic criterion far judgement m® the usual formula for the 
differences between means from these classroom tests. In addition, 
the scored from the American Council on Education Psychological 
Examination for College Freshmen were collected in order that any 
marked differences in the mean scores of any of the four group®
8 S M - t P» 34
1$
on this examination might be noted* Becessarily there are IfiaitaUone 
to the etadly* The group collating this one quarter course m s  
cccposed of 165 students who either had or had n o t  had high school 
biology* Of those, five did not state that they had or had not 
, had high school biology and could not be Included in this com­
parison • * * * the effect of tutoring between the first and 
second classroom tests influenced the comparison between the 
"hade* and the "had note* for the reason that, of the thirty- 
three students who were tutored, tmnty^feitr ware "had nobs* 
and nine were %&ds** The tutoring consisted of & two hour 
session, given by a graduate student, on material to b© covered 
in the second test*
The tests were drawn up by the teacher of the course and were 
composed of selections from among thousands of similar objective 
test items in a proportion believed by the instructor to parallel 
the emphasis given the various subtopics in the text, the lectures, 
and the laboratory* The test Items were predominant of the 
matching form* The remainder were of the single (one word) com­
pletion form* 9
From the comparison of the differences in achievement of the 
%aden and the "had note,w Thaw found that "the *hadss showed what 
would appear to be significant superiority on four of these five tests 
according to a statistical table of chances of true differences greater 
than aero, given the actual difference* The *had note* scored higher 
on the second test*
As can be easily seen from this brief review of literature, 
the carry-over value of high school biology for achievement in college 
still remains a controversial issue* As yet, research studies on the 
problem still reveal conflicting evidence* As & matter of fair appraisal 
Thaw, in stamaariaing his review of existing literature available on the 
matter, most significantly stated*
9 l M 4 .f p. 35. 
10 Loc. oit.
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« « • « * This prior training, and the fact that recall or 
relearning of material one© learned is easier than the Initial 
learning plus some knowledge of how to Study biology are the 
factors favoring the higher coll ©go achievement of the %ade*tt 
On the other hand, alert and interested students can gain rela­
tively'* small amounts of these skills required in an elementary 
course in college rapidly during Such a course. The quality of 
the instruction in the high school class would, without much 
doubt, be a noteworthy factor— if it can be measured— in any 
carry-over to college courses in biology there might b©*^
H* AOnBTCffiRTS IN BQ7ANX 1-2, 2001001 1-2,
AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 1-2 STUDIED
Table 1 relates comparisons of achievement in Botany 1-2 of 
students who had high school biology with those who did not have high 
school biology In the various qointHe groups and in the total number 
of cases* Tables II and III convey comparable information about Zoology 
1-2 and Biological Science 1-2* A summary of comparisons of achieve­
ments in the three courses of students who had and did not have high 
school biology is presented in Table IV*
Botany 1-2, Table I reveals that in every quintile, and in the 
total of all cases, the achievement in Botany 1-2 of students who had 
high school biology was greater than those who had not had a course in 
high school biology. Although in only one quin tile, the second, was 
a statistically significant difference found, a difference between means 
of *287 in the total number of cases is not to be overlooked.
u. Ibid.. p. 37.
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Zoology 2e2* in Table IX reveal that vwy little different©
in achlevcmant la Zoology 1-2 1.3 to be noted between students who had 
bi^i school biology and those 1sh© did not# Three of the five qointiX© 
groups and the total Indies ted'a tll$ht3y higher degree of achievement 
in the #hads,» although non© of these categories, and the two quintil© 
groups favoring the %ad nobs, © indicated any particular significance 
£r<m a statistical point of view at the designated level, or otherwise*
Biologicai Scifenc® 1-fe The ecanparisons of achievements in 
Biological Science 1-2 of student© #10 had and did not have high school 
biology, as indicated by 'Table III, conveyed a difference of *G79 
between grade point means for a total of 247 cases# This difference 
has no statistical significance# ®he first and second quintiles 
Indicated higher degrees of achievement for the %adaw and the third, 
fourth, and fifth quintHes indicated hi#er degrees of achievement 
among the %ad nets#n A statistically significant difference was noted 
in the second quintile*
m# o»Aaisaj of AammmTB m soxm 1-2,
ZOOLOGX 1-2, AND BXOIOGICAL BCMCE 1-2
As revealed in Table I? which ©uroaarlsses the comparisons of 
aehievements in Botany, Zoology, and Biological Science of students 
who had and did not have high school biology, student© who had taken 
courses in high school biology showed greater degrees of achievement 
In these basic biological sciences than those #10 had not taken the 
high school course in biology# In no case, however, a© indicated by
fAW X
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5 BadHad not
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26 *909*636 .273 Had HO
Totals HadHad not 3535
1*131
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H * Number of students in each group
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Had not * Those students who did not have high school biology
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1.236 .079 Had NO
N * Number of students in each group
Had ■ Those students who had high school biology
Had not • Those students who did not haw high school biology
the total column in each of these biological sciences, was a statistically 
significant difference noted between the gr&do point means of those 
students vfo© had high school biology and those who did not have high 
school biology, She variation in the degree of achievement by the 
*$>&ds” was exhibited in botany, ecology, and biological science in 
order, the differences between means being *287, *092 and ,079 respectively*
ItBLE IV
SOJBftRY OF COMPARISONS OF ACHIEVEMENT IK BOTANY 1-2, ZOOLOOT 1-2 
AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 1-2 OP 3TODENTS M O  FAD AND DID 
NOT HAVE HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY
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RBSimra AS A POSSIBLE PACK3R ffl 
ACHIEVEMENT IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
to merely sake a cong>ariaon in the basic biological sciences 
of the achievement of students who had or did not have high school 
biology would not present an adequate picture of the problem at hand* 
Such factors as residence, i*e*, the state in which a student attended 
high school} the else of the high school attended} the sex of the 
student} and whether or not the student was a veteran, an Index of 
maturity, are among the factors vhich may possibly be related to 
achievement in the basic biological sciences, as well as other intro­
ductory college courses* Ibis chapter will concern Itself with the 
first of these factors which way be related to achievement} namely, 
residence*
I* LITERATURE ON RESIDENCE AS A POSSIBLE FACTOR 
IN ACHIEVEMENT IN THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
One of the closest approaches to the problem of residence as 
a possible factor in achievement in the basic biological sciences 
was made by Cunningham^ In studying the effect of a course In high 
school biology on performance in college biology at Duke University*
I  Bert Cunningham, *A Study of the Effect of a Course in High 
School Biology,* School Science MtaJBtiflaU HXIV (June* 1934), 
579-588*
On* phase of Cunningham* s 9N 7 m& 0 comparison of the achievswnts 
in soology and botany of students entering Duke University from 
Northern secondary schools Kith those of students entering from 
Southern secondary schools*
la this aspect of Canningham1 & study the following comparisons 
were made* (1) of achievements in ecology of 377 student® entering 
Duke University frc© Northern secondary schools with those of 330 
students entering that institution from Southern secondary schools;
(2) of achievements in zoology of 1*420 students entering from New 
lark, Pennsylvania, and Mew Jersey 'Kith those of 144 students entering 
£ tm  North Carolina; (3) of achievement® in zoology of 31 students 
from New Tork, and also 36 from Pennsylvania, with those of 35 from 
North Carolina; and (4) of achievements in botany of SI students from 
Northern secondary schools with those of 90 students from Southern 
secondary schools*
The findings, expressed in percentage® of each group who had
4earned the marks of A, B, C, S>, and F, were expressed as followss 
(1) in the total group the percentages of the student® from the South 
Who received mark® of A and B In zoology were higher than those of
the students from the North who earned these marks, but the percentage
of these Southern students who earned a mark of F was higher than 
that of the Northern students; (2) the group from New York, Pennsylvania, 
and New Jersey scored higher percentages of A and C marks and a much
lower percentage of F marks than did the group from North Carolina*
In the next comparison, however, the group from North Carolina received
a considerably higher percentage of A, B, and C marks than did the 
group iVom either Haw York car Ponnaylvaniai and (3) with respect to 
achievement in botany, students from the North received three marks 
of A and 13 of 3, as compared with one mark of A and 24 of 3 for
the Southern group* Hie numbers of students receiving marks of C,
D, and F were the same for both groups*
II. RESIDENCE AS A POSSIBLE FAGOT IN ACHIEWNf 
m THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES STUDIED
The study of residence as a possible factor in achievement in 
the basic biological sciences was made by making comparisons of achieve­
ments of various significant combinations of groups vfclbh had and did 
not have high school biology in Louisiana high schools and in states 
other than Louisiana in carder t© determine the extent of the relation­
ship between residence and the achievement of students in the basic 
biological sciences*
Statentg !&£ SfiSfc biology fe fett^jgna §&m£g
.ith thoa. .ho took biology oatelde the State sL iwleianft* fable V 
shews the comparisons of achievement In the basic biological sciences 
of students who took biology in Louisiana high schools with those who 
took biology In high schools of other states# According to Table V, 
in Botany 1-2 graduates of Louisiana high schools who took high school 
biology showed a higher achievement, although the difference between 
means of the total cases, .115, was not a statistically significant 
one*
TABU V
OOmsiSONS OF ACHIEVEMENT IS IRE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
OF STUDENTS TSHO TOOK BIOLOGY IN LOUISIANA HIGH SCHOOLS WOT 
THOSE WHO TO® BIOLOOX OUTSIDE THE STATE OF LOUISIANA
! m m m  i-&
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Gtoup A Stadsnts took biology In Louisiana high schools
(S-oup B Students who took biology outside -the state of Louisiana
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In Zoology 1-2 and Biological Science 1-2 students idio took 
high school biology in high schools of states other than Louisiana 
made slightly better showings, the differences between means of the 
total cases being <>046 and ,049 in soology and biological science 
respectively.
Students Who d^d no£ taka high school biology bat attended 
hifih school Ja Louisiana compared with those who did take high
î ooi Msasec teii outaide Ms m.Ss s£
Table VI presents the comparisons of achievements of students, none 
of whoa took high school biology, who attended high school in Louisiana 
with those who attended high school in other states in order to deter­
mine the general level of achievement of the two groups, eliminating 
in both eases the effect of the previous experience of a course In 
high school biology,
The data in Table VI are indicative of students who attended 
high schools in Louisiana making greater achievements in soology, 
and students who attended hi# schools in other states making greater 
achievements in botany and biological science. In no case do the 
differences between the mean totals indicate statistically signi­
ficant differences. The superior achievement of Louisiana students 
in soology was marked by a difference between means of the total 
cases of .181,
The superior achievement of non-Louisiana students was very 
marked in botany and very slight in biological science. The difference
TABLE 71
COMPARISONS OF ACfflOSTEMENT IN THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCTHCES OF ETUDEHT8 
TSHO DID NOT TAKE HIGI SCHOOL BIOLOGY BUT ATE® LED HIGH SCHOOL IN 
LOUISIAN;' HITH THOSE WO DID NOT’ TAKE HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY BUT 
AME8BSD HIGH SCHOOL OUTSIDE THE STATE OF LOUISIANA
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between weans of the total oases In botany was *398* a difference 
slightly shy of being statistically significant; tfo© difference 
between weans of the total oases in biological science was only 
•008,
Students jjh£ attended high school ig, Louisiana and took high
2&?&. M & g g g  smm®& s i f e  M m  a f f i f a w f l i f l  i s
Louisiana and did not tak? high school biology* Table T O  presents 
data relative to the results of the conqparisons of achievements in 
the basic biological sciences of students, all of whoa attended high 
school in Louisiana* who took high school biology with those vfoo did 
not take high school biology* This table presents a picture of the 
previous high school biology experience factor as It exists in Louisiana* 
thus eliminating the influence of previous high school biology courses 
taken outside the state of Louisiana*
The most significant feature presented by Table T O  is a 
statistically significant difference of *406 between mean totals in 
botany in favor of the Louisiana students who took high school biology* 
Louisiana students who took high school biology showed a greater 
achievement in biological science also, but the difference between 
means of .114 revealed no statistical difference* A vary slight 
difference between means of .010 was presented by Louisiana students 
who did not take high school biology.
Student, ifao attended hlflfa echoo! outside, Lojilelana and took 
high echool biology compared ulth those who attended high school
TABLE VII
COMPARISONS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES OF STUDENTS 
WHO ATTENDED HIGH SCHOOL IN LOUISIANA AND TOCS HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOOT 
WITH THOSE WHO ATTENDED HIGH SCHOOL IN LOUISIANA AND 
DID NOT TAKE HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGI
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outside jrag jUg feak® hlife school biology. fable VIII
presents a comparison of achievements In the basic biological sciences 
of students, all of 'whom attended high school in states other than 
Louisiana, who took high school biology with those the did not. As 
fable T O  eliminated all non-Louisiana students from its data, fable 
VIII eliminated all Louisiana students in order to contribute to a 
more clearly presented analysis.
Lata in fable VIII reveal that non-Louisiana students -who 
took high school biology did better in ecology and biological science, 
and that non-Louisiana students who did not take high school biology 
did better in botany* Differences between mean totals of *107, ,&7* 
and .154 in botany, ecology, and biological science respectively 
showed rate magnitude but no statistical significance*
in* m w m x of m m  pertaining to w sxsbkb as a possible
FACTOR IN ACHIEVMNf IN THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
A complete summary of the data relative to residence as a 
possible factor in achievement in the basic biological sciences 
is presented in Table IX, The manner of presentation is a summary 
of the mean totals acquired by determining the combined mean totals 
of the three biological sciences in four groups— those who took 
high school biology in Louisiana; those who took high school biology 
outside the State of Louisiana; those Louisiana students who did 
not take high school biology; and those non-Louisiana students who 
did not take high school biology*
TABUS VIII
COMPARISONS OF ACHIEVEMENT IB THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES OF STUDENTS 
TOO ATTENDED HI® SCHOOL OOTSHE LOUISIANA AND TOOK HIGH SCHOOL 
BIOLOGI WITH '1HOSE WHO ATTENDED HI® SCHOOL OUTSIDE LOUISIANA 
AND DID NOT TAKE HI® SCHOOL BIOLOGI
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Group A Students who attended high school outside Louisiana and took high school biology
Group B Students who attended high school outside Louisiana and did not take high school
biology
The highest mean total in the combined total of the three 
biological sciences was exhibited by students who took high school 
biology outside Louisiana $ and th© second* third* and fourth highest 
totals presented by the following groups in orders those who took 
biology in Louisiana| Louisiana students who did not take high school 
biology; and non-Louisiana students vfeo did not take high school 
biology. The mean of the totals of the various groups were 1.13a* 
1.115* 1.041* and 1.036 respectively.
It might be generally concluded from the data presented in 
Table IX (1) that a course in higb school biology is of value to 
a slight degree to students who attend high school in Louisiana as 
well as other states in the basic biological sciences; (2) that high 
school biology courses taken outside the State of Louisiana are of 
slightly more value in the basic biological sciences than those taken 
in Louisiana; and (3) that Louisiana students who did not take high 
school biology courses do slightly better in the basic biological 
sciences than non-Louisian® students who did not take high school 
courses in biology.
table xx
smmsx of comparisons or irn m i s  pertain ikg to
RESIDENCE AS A POSSIBLE FACTOR IS ACHIEYBISEBT IK 
THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIEHCBS
SIZE OF SCHOOL AS A POSSIBLE FA COT IN 
ACHISmMBNT IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
A second factor to be considered in achievement in the basic 
biological sciences Is the size of the high school which bh© student 
attended* In general, it might be assumed that frequently the inatruc- 
itco in larger schools is better than that in smaller schools as a 
result of the more extensive training and experience usually possessed 
by teachers in large schools, and the more and better facilities 
available for instructional purposes in larger schools#
This chapter will concern itself with the possibility of, and 
the extent to which, the size of the high school the student attended 
may be related to achievement In the basic biological sciences* A 
high school enrollment of 150 students was selected as the point to 
divide high schools into large and small high schools because of the 
fact that a high school with an enrollment of 150 students approxi­
mates the national average, and also because of the fact that In 
Louisiana there are few, if any, high schools whose enrollments fall 
directly on or near this number— in other words, th© high schools 
in Louisiana are very readily classified into either large of small 
high schools *•*•
1 Louisiana School PtoeetoEZ gfc j&a ffli&M -Department of EduoaUon 
of Louisiana, 1950-51 (Baton Rouget State Department of Education of 
S u S S 7 T 5 5 0 ) ,  117 pp.
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I*  LXTERATGRS ON SIZE OF school as a possible factor 
m  A O f B W M T  IN THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Although no studies have been made In recent years that directly
pertain to the else of the high school attended as a possible Influencing
factor on the carry-over •value of a course in high school biology
in achievement in the basic college biological sciences, a few studies
have been made relative to critical problems relating to the teaching
of biology in hi#i schools and municipalities of various slae®.
A study concerning the present status of instruction in general
biology, with emphasis on the sloe of the high school, made by W*
Edgar Sfertli>2 m b  ranarisad In ffig tomiSM MS&SBX M d W T  ®* follows*
In general it appears that It is the large high school located 
in a congested area which exhibits a rather consistent pattern of 
critical problems relating to the teaching of general biology*
This is the type of school which reports the largest classes 
in biology, and the heaviest teacher load* It is the type of 
school which reports moat frequently that it is not using field 
trips to supplement toe classroom instruction because of diffi­
culties in scheduling such trips or because of the inaccessibility 
of suitable areas for such trips* It Is also the type of school 
which is likely to report that no science clubs are available 
to toe pupils because the teachers do not have the time to organise 
and conduc t such clubs *
This combination of problems faced by these large high schools, 
which enroll more than 50 per cent of the youth of high school 
age in our country# seems to warrant toe earnest consideration 
of administrators and teachers if to© instruction in biology is 
to become functional In toe lives of pupils attending these schools*3
2 ¥• Edgar Martin, "The Present Status of Instruction in General 
Biology," Th§ American Biology Teacher. XIII (November, 1951)# 156-157*
3 Ibid.. P* 156.
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I» a couplet© report of results from a questionnaire on the 
teaching of biology in secondary schools of the United State© made 
by tii© Qans&ttec on the Teaching of Biology of the Union of American 
Biological Societies the following conclusion was made relative to 
the character of the facilities and equipment provided for the teachers 
of biology*
The facts sot forth here need little further eo»BB©ni. Evidently 
equipment and conditions for work are far less satisfactory* the 
country over* than could be desired* Schools in cities* with the 
stronger financial report* are better off than those in rural 
districts* It should be remembered* however* that country school® 
are in a much more favorable position to teach biology directly 
than are city schools and that their pupils have a better general 
knowledge of living things from their own experience outside the 
classroom than do pupils in city schools* so that partial com­
pensation for poorer equipment is thus possible*^
II. SIZE OF SCHOOL IS A POSSIBLE FAGOT HI A m U W t m T  
M  THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES SOTIEB
The study of school sis© as a possible factor in achievement 
in the basic biological sciences was made by making comparisons of 
achievements of various significant combinations of groups which had 
and did not have high school biology In large and small Louisiana high 
schools in order to determine if* and to what extent* the sis© of a 
high school in which a high school biology course was taken may be 
related to achievement in said basic college biological sciences*
^ Oscar Riddle* F. L* Fitapatrick* H. B* Glass* B» C« (fcruenberg*
D. F. Miller* and S. W. Sixmot* T&e X W b S M  2l M m  && M m M X  
Schools of jgjg halted States (Sponsored and published by the Committee 
on the Teaching of Biology of the Union ©f Americal Biological Societies* 
1 9 4 2 ) , P * 4 2 .
b M l  M 2& 2 I  M a l m  3 &  l & a & g t e m .  M a l i  
leasts s m m M  M m * & s  J&ak iM i  jtiSas&L ilsJte M  a U
Louisiana hj^i schools* Table X presents m  analysis of the comparisons 
of achievements in the basic biological sciences of students who bock 
high school biology in large Louisiana high schools with those who 
took high school biology ixt small Louisiana high school®* thus including 
only students having taken high school biology in Louisiana high schools,
Bata presented in Table X indicate that in all three of the 
basic biological sciences students who took high school biology in 
small. Louisiana high schools showed greater achievement than those 
who attended large Louisiana high schools* The differences between 
means of the total cases* although not statistically significant* 
were very pronounced in botany and neology, and only slight in biological 
science* the differences between means being '304, #239 sad #017 in 
the three courses respectively'
s^dgasg 1̂0 S i asi s&fisl Msim : M  aSiasteS tess
Louisiana teen sghoaja cgaassai sife £&3eaM d^d noj jafca.Mafr
school b̂ Lo|jr/ and attended spall Loulslaaa hlA schools. A comparison
of the achievement of students who attended large Louisiana high schools 
with -those who attended small Louisiana high school®, both groups not 
having taken high school biology, is presented in Table XI.
As in the case of the comparison mad© of the two groups which 
had taken high school biology, the students who attended small Louisiana 
high schools exhibited a higher degree of achievement in all threo of
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3S&S&S S M  did aai M s  M & lm * comparison of
students, both groups hairing attended small Louisiana high schools, 
^10 took and did not take high school biology la analysed in fable 
XIII.
Although no statistical difference between means of total® 
in the three basic biological sciences were noted in fable XXIX, 
the groups including students who had taken high school biology 
showed a higher degree of achievement in botany, aoology, and bio­
logical science, in order of the degree of pronouncement* The dif- 
ferences between means of total oases were .230 in botany, .079 in 
soology, and *039 in biological science*
III* SU10&EI OF m u  PERTAINING fO SIZE OF SCHOOL AS A POSSIBLE 
FACTOR IN ACHIEVEMENT IN THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
A complete summary of comparisons of mean totals pertaining 
to siae of school as a possible factor in achievement in the basic 
biological sciences Is to be found in Table XIV. Table XIV indicates 
that students who took high school biology in small high schools did 
better in the basic biological sciences than students who took high 
school biology in large high schools. The significance of this 
difference, however, Is somei&at lessened by the fact, as indicated 
in Table XIV, that students who did not take high school biology 
but attended small high schools also did better in the basic bio­
logical sciences than the students attending large high schools who 
had not taken high school biology* The mean totals of 1.260, 1*176,
TABLE XIII
COMPARISONS OF A a ilE V E M E N f IN  THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES OF 
STUDENTS WTO ATTENDED SMALL LOUISIANA HIGH SCHOOLS AND TOOK 
HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY VaTH THOSE WTO ATTENDED SMALL LO UISIANA 
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G roup A S tu d e n ts  who a tte n d e dGroup B Students who attendedbiology
L o u is ia n a  h ig h  s c h o o ls  and  to o k  h ig h  s c h o o l b io lo g y  
L o u is ia n a  h ig h  s c h o o ls  a n d  d id  n o t  ta k e  h ig h  s c h o o l
4b
1*154, and 1*04^ were exhibited by the following groups in orders 
students who took high school biology in astall high schools 2 students 
who attended small high schools and did not take high school biology* 
students who took high school biology in large high schools* and 
students who attended large high schools and did not take high school 
biology.
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SEX AS A POSSIBLE FACTOR 0  ACRXOTSMf 
XS BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
A farther comparison M s  M m  made in this study of the 
performances of a m  and m am student® in the Male biological 
sciences* The base® for this aspect of tbs study are such current 
and ancient theories and beliefs that women are better students 
than men5 that women have less aptitude in the sciences than wm$ 
and that women in general are more industrious students than men*
I* LITERATURE ON SEX AS A POSSIBLE FACTOR IN ACHIEVEMENT 
0  THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
A number of previous studies have been made concerning the 
comparative achievement of men and women students in various aspects 
of the college curriculum* The combined results of these studies* 
however* do not produce conclusive evidence of the superiority of 
either group*
A few studies comparing the achievements of college students 
in the blologieal sciences have included the factor of sex as a sig­
nificant component of the study* Cunningham, for example * in his 
comparison of the relative achievements of college students in botany
1 Bert CtrnnIngham, **A Study of the Effect of a Course in High 
School Biology, " School M 2BSS ang ftBttttcsi XXXIV (toe* 1934), 
579-588.
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and ©oology* compared the achievements of ®m students in botany and 
sodogy with those of women students in these subjects« The method 
used in the study involved comparing the percentages of A* B* and C 
grades of 437 men with 210 women who studied ©oology at Duke University 
daring a three-year period* and of 173 men with 191 women who studied 
botany at the same institution during a two-year period* The finding© 
of this aspect of the study were that higher percentages of men than 
of women earned marks of A* B# and C in ©oology* the opposite m s  
true with respect to botany* Significant among the conclusions rela­
tive to this aspect of the study was that ©the relative performances 
of m m  and women in ©oology and botany do not seem to differ materially* 
other things being equal*
lb Thaw* ©tody comparing the achievements of students who 
had high school biology with those who had not in college biology 
a comparison was made of achievement difference© on classroom biology 
tests between men and women students* As a result of the comparison* 
the general method of which was described in Chapter II, the investi­
gator stated?
The literature shows that women are superior to the men in 
linguistic or glossary work* The results of comparing the college 
classroom biology achievements of men and women in the five tests 
showed a superiority of the women in four of the five test® but 
that* as the course progressed* the chance© in favor of the women 
decreased. Since this course in general biology and the examination®
2 Ibid.. p. 587.
^ Richard F. Than, "Cmparative Studies of Students to First 
Tern College Biology," Jbfl AmISSS £M °S C ISSSElSE, XII (February, 
1950), 34-38.
thereon emphasise the acquiring of a considerable amount of terminology* 
this slight superiority of the women is in keeping with the greater 
linguistic interest and achievement of women a® a group and their 
generally greater industry as students»4
It was the conclusion of the investigate* in this aspect of the 
study that %ny superiority which mm students may have in the study 
of the sciences is exceeded by the greater industry and verbal interests 
of the woman students* *5
II. SEX AS A POSSIBLE FACTGE B  ACTOVMJT 
B  THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES STO3IED
The study of the sex of the student as a possible factor of 
achievement in the basic biological sciences was made by making com- 
parisons of achievements of various significant combinations of groups 
of mm and women students who had and did not have high school biology 
in the basic biological sciences.
JfS students who toofe high school bi&fiSX !&& MM
students who did not take high school biqlqgy. An analysis of the 
comparison of men students who took high school biology with those 
who did not is presented in Table XV. The significant feature of 
this comparison is that in all three of the basic biological sciences 
the groups of men students who had taken biology in high school showed
TABLE XV
COMPARISONS OF AOlIETOlffiffT IN THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Ot MEN STUDENTS m o  TOOK HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY WITH
MEN STUDENTS W O  BID NOT
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a greater degree of achievement In these sciences than the groups of 
men students who had not taken high school biology*
the difference of *534 between means of total cases exhibited 
in zoology was the largest5 th® difference of *166 in botany the second 
largest} and the difference of *097 exhibited in biological science 
the least* Although the difference between means of *334 in the case 
of the 115 students in zoology closely approached statistical signi­
ficance, in no case did the difference between means of total cases 
reveal a statistical significance at the designated level of this 
study,
Women students who took fyigh school biology epp>ayetf with 
women students who did not bake falah school biology* the reciprocal 
of fable XV, a comparison of women students who took high school 
biology with those who did not, Is presented in fable XVI* Significant 
about Table XVI is that women students who took high school biology 
did better in botany and biological science than those who did not 
take high school biology, and women students who did not take hi$i 
school biology did slightly better in aoology than those women students 
who took high school biology*
The difference between means of .361 in botany was the largest, 
although the difference did not reveal statistical significance. Th© 
slight difference between means in aoology, favoring the women students 
who did not take high school biology, was only *037. Th© two groups, 
including 192 cases each, in biological science showed a difference 
between means of .118* This difference of .118 in favor of women
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students who took high school biology m s  of som sBgnttude but did 
not reveal statistical significance#
HSI students j&g took high school biology compared vfttjh wofftaa 
students Who took hig^ echq&l biology, A conjparison of w m  and women 
students* both groups haring previously taken high school biology* to 
the basic biological sciences is exhibited to Table XVII, A unique 
feature presented to Table XVII to two statistically Significant 
differences between means of total oases to botany and biological 
science to favor of women students. Men students showed a slightly 
greater degree of achievement to ecology than did women students*
The differences between means of *340* *229* and *072 were 
found in botany* biological science and ecology respectively*
««n students ifeo did not take high acfaoal biology smbhmA 
with tobsp students who did apt take hi$* scfeool MsteZ* * ceRi" 
parison of men and women students* both groups having not had high 
school biology* is to be found to Table XVIII* According to Table 
XVIII* women students who did not take high school biology did better 
than men students who did not take high school biology to all three 
of the basic biological sciences*
The differences between means of total oases of *323 to zoology 
and .208 to biological science were to both cases indicate of eiatis«- 
tically significant differences* The difference between means of 
.145 to toe case of botany showed a high degree of magnitude but m s  
not of statistical significance*
IABLE XVIII
aM>ARISCHS OF ACHIEVEMENT Bi THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
OF MEM STUDENTS WHO DID NOT TAKE HICK SOBOL BIOLOGI WITH
WOMEN STUIENTS WHO DID NOT
KHAKI 1-2 ZOCSLOO 1-2 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 1-2
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students who did n$t take high School biology* The conparatlv* study 
of men students who took high school biology with woman students who 
did not, as convoyed in Table XIX* is Indicatives of the fact that 
women students did slightly better than the men students in botany* 
soelogy, and biological science*
The differences between means in favor of the women students* 
*021 in botany* *065 in jsoelegy* and *111 in biological science* mere 
slight and of no statistical significance# The significant feature 
of the comparison lies in the fact that women Students without the 
alleged advantage of previous experience in high school biology did 
consistently better than men students who had the alleged advantage 
of previous biological background in high school#
Women atvdeate who took high eofrool Moloar compared mth am 
todwats who fid ggt yLg* B&SSk Ms3SEE- ®»M-e »  compares 
the achievement of women students who took high school biology with 
men students who did not take high school biology in the basic bio­
logical sciences* The data presented in Table XX indicate that the 
group of women students Showed a considerably higher degree of achieve­
ment In these sciences*
The differences between means of the total cases in botany 
and biological science, *506 and *326 respectively, showed signifi­
cance statistically* the *139 difference between means in the case 
of the 115 cases in zoology closely approached, but did not indicate* 
statistical significance*
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schools. The element of else of high school attended with regard to 
the sex of the student and previous high school biology' is Introduced 
in Table H I  ■which compares the achievement of men students Who took 
high school biology in large high schools with man students who took 
high school biology Its small high schools in the basic biological 
sciences* Data presented in Table XXX are indicative of men student® 
who took high school biology in ©Ball high schools performing better 
in the three basic biological sciences than the men students who took 
high school biology in large high schools.
The differences between means resulting from the comparison 
presented in Table XXI, .213 in botany, .301 in biological science, 
and *064 in zoology, are in all three cases indicative of som  recog* 
nition but are, in non© of the three sciences, Indicative of statistical 
significance.
Women students, who took Msd* school biology in largo high 
schools compared *lth women stud ante rtio took high school biolQar 
in small b-tgh schools. The comparison of the achievements of women 
students who took high school biology in large high schools with 
women students who took high school biology in small high schools 
in the basic biological sciences is presented in Table XXXI. According 
to data presented in Table XXIX, women students #10 took high school 
biology in large high schools did slightly better in botany and biological 
science than women who took high school biology in small high schools,
TABLE XXI
00BPARIS0N3 OF ACfdEVESENT IK THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
OF JEN STUDENTS WO TOOK Him SCHOOL BIOLOGI IN UBffi HI® 
SCHOOLS TOH SEN STOEENTS 1810 TOOK HI® SCHOOL BIOLOOT 
IN SHALL HIGH SCHOOLS
botany i-3 ZOOLOOT 1-2
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TABLE XXII
COMPARISONS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
OF ISOMEN STUDENTS WHO TOOK HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGI TN LARGE 
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B Women students •ffhc* took high school biology In
6 5
and women students who took high school biology in small high schools 
did better in zoology than women student® who took high school biology 
In large high schools*
the difference® between means of total cases were .133 in 
zoology favoring women students having taken high school biology in 
small high schools, .046 in botany and *030 in biological science 
favoring women students who took high school biology in large high 
schools* In no case were the differences between mean® indicative 
of statistical significance*
III. SUMMARY OF DATA PERTAINING TO SIX AS a possible f a c t o 
Bi ACHIEVEMENT IN THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
The complete stannary of data pertaining to sox a® a possible 
factor in achievement in the basic biological sciences 1® presented 
in Table XXIII. According to this summary, of the students who took 
high school biology very little difference between the achievements 
of men and women students in the basic biological sciences was noted. 
The grade point mean of men students who took high school biology 
was 1*076 and of women students who took high school biology 1*071, 
thus very slightly favoring men students. Of the student© who did 
not take high school biology women students did considerably better 
than men students, the grade point mean of men students being *906 
and of women students 1.206*
The highest mean of total cases, 1*206, of the four groups 
included in the summary was exhibited by women students who did not
take high school biology, limns of totals of 1*0?6, 1*071, and .906 
were exhibited by mm students who took high school biology, wamtm 
students who took high school biology, and men students ufoo did not 
take high school biology, in order*
TABLE X X III
SUMMARY OF COMPAPaSGNS OF mil TOTALS PERTAINING TO 
SEX AS A POSSIBLE FACTOR IN ACHIEVEMENT III THE 
BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
TOOK HI®! SCHOOL BIOLOGI BIB NOT TAKE HICH SCHOOL BIOLOGI
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CHAPTER 71
VETERAN OR NON-VETERAN SBTUS AS A POSSIBLE FACTOR W 
ACHIEVEMENT IN BIOLOGICAL SOTCES
the considerably large imrollment of veterans la institutions 
of higher learning during the postwar year® of World Ms? 72 M s  
presented another important factor to be considered In the academic 
achievement of any group-—whether or not the student i® a vet®ran# 
the maturity and alleged stronger motivation on the part of veteran® 
have placed them in a special group a® far m achievement in any aca­
demic field# Hence the concern of this chapter will be the detent 
to which veteran status is associated i&ih achievement in the basic 
biological sciences#
I# LITERATURE ON VETERAN OR NON-VETERAN STATUS AS A 
POSSIBLE FACTOR B? ACHIEVEMENT W BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
One aspect of a study made by Atkinson^ of the students at the 
University of California in Los Angeles in 1946 dealt with a comparison 
of the achievements of veterans with ncawveieran© in sciences# He 
found that in science courses veterans achieved a point-hour ratio 
of 1*664 compared to a point-hour ratio of 1*197 for non-veterans*
1 Byron K* Atkinson, »Veteran vs Non-Veteran Performance at 
the University of California in  tm  Angeles, • Journal Educational 
Research# XLIII (December, 1949), 299-302.
69
and concluded that the greater achievement of veterans was the result 
of greater maturity and stronger motivation# 2
In another study comparing the grades of veterans -with those 
of non-veterans Thompson and Flesher^ examined the college records 
of 3,000 students for the academic year of 1946 and found the mean 
point-hour ratio of veterans to be about one~©ighth of a letter grads 
higher than that of the non-veteran group*
Using an approach somewhat similar to the one used in this 
study, Garmsay and Cros®4 compared the achievements of veterans with 
non-veterans among a large group of freshmen at the University of 
Iowa* As a result of their study they concluded that although statis­
tically significant differences were not noted in favor of veterans 
the results of the study joined with other factors appeared to indicate 
a small but consistent academic superiority of veterans*
II* VETERAN OR tfGM-VETERAN STATUS AS A POSSIBLE FACTOR 
IN ACHIEVEMENT IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES STUDIED
the study of veteran or non-veteran status a® a possible factor 
in achievement in the basic biological sciences was made by making
^ Ibid*, p* 301*
3 Ronald B. Thompson and Marie A* Flesh®*, "Comparative Academic 
Records of Veterans and Civilian Students,w Journal of ĵ he American 
Association of C o l l e t s  SseJs&SGS, H II (January, 1947),
4 Honnan Ganaesv and Jean It. Cross, *k Comparison of the Academic 
Achievement of Matched Groups of Veteran and Non-Veteran Freshmen at 
the University of Zona,* Journal s i Educational Research. XLI (March, 
1948), 547-50.
comparisons of various significant combinations of veteran and non-veteran 
groups in the three basic biological sciences*
Veteran events who took high school biology compared with 
Tigran students who did ngt take hi^h school biology. A comparison 
of veteran students who took high school biology with veteran students 
vfeo did not take high school biology is presented in Table XXIV.
Ihe data presented in this table indicate that veterans who took 
high school biology did better in ecology and biological science 
than veterans who did not take high school biology, and that veterans 
who did not take high school biology did better in botany than those 
veterans ifco took high school biology*
The largest difference between means of total cases, *417* 
was exhibited in zoology, favoring the veteran group which had taken 
high school biology* This difference of *417 closely approached, 
but did not indicate, a statistical difference* The smallest dif­
ference between means of total cases, *010, was shown in biological 
science, also favoring the veteran group which had taken high school 
biology. This difference did not indicate any statistical difference.
The difference between means of .320 in botany, favoring the veteran 
group which did not take high school biology, Indicated some signifi­
cance, but was not of statistical significance*
Veteran students whg took high school bfe&ogg; cĝ ay.ffi| with 
non-veteran students who took high school biology. A comparison of 
veteran students with non-veteran students, both groups having taken
TABUS XXIV
COMPARISONS OF ACHIKVEMEMT HJ THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIEKCES
OF VETERANS WHO TOOK HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGI WITH VETERANS
WHO DID HOT
■F axmm
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high school biology* is shown in Table XX?* 33ata presented in this 
table indicate that veteran students who took high school biology 
did better in botany and zoology than non-veteran student® #10 took 
high school biology* and that non-veteran students who took high 
school biology did slightly better in biological science than veteran 
students who took high school biology*
The differences between means of total cases were *167 in 
botany and *303 in soology* both favoring veteran students* and *0fl7 
favoring non-veteran students in biological science* None of these 
differences was significant statistically*
Veteran students who did not tsfce school Mojtogg scared 
with non-veteran students who did not take high school biology* Table 
XXVI shows a comparison of veteran students with non-veteran students* 
both groups not having taken high school biology* Host significant 
among the indications of Table XXVI is that veteran students who 
did not take high school biology did considerably better in botany 
than non-veteran students who did not take high school biology*
Veteran students Who did not take high school biology did slightly 
better than non—veteran students who did not take high school biology 
in biological science* but in zoology the non-veteran group was slightly 
favored over the veteran group* both groups not having taken high 
school biology*
A difference between means of total oases of *668 in botany* 
favoring the veteran group* revealed a statistically significant
TABLE XXV
COMPARISONS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN IRE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
OF VETERANS WHO TOOK HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGI HZTH
NON-VETERANS WHO TOOT HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGI
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Group A Veteran students who took high school biology
Group B Non-veteran students who took high school biology
TABLE XXVX
COMPARISONS OF ACHIEVEMENT IK THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
OF VETERANS WHO DU) NOT TAKE HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY WITH
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Veteran students «sho did not take high school biology
Non-veteran students isho did not take high school
difference* A difference of *022 in biological science* favoring 
the veteran group* and #009 in zoology* favoring the non-veteran 
group, did not reveal difference® of any degree of recognition*
Non-veteran students who tack Met Rd^ooi Mology compared with« »-__ T Yi'iu imfflfit w.flfiat ŜSSiSift Him(Sw# «S*!sSflfiSSSp iitMBiWro ftftUwE
non-veteran student^ djd not take higfe gchool biology* Comparative 
achievements of non-veteran students who took high school biology 
and non-veteran students who did not take high school biology in the 
basic biological sciences are presented in fable XXVXI# The comparison 
indicates that in all of the three basic biological science© non­
veteran students who took biology in high school did slightly batter 
than non-veteran students who did not take high school biology#
The differences between means of total cases* .181 in botany* 
.105 in ecology* and #059 in biological science* all favoring the non- 
veteran group which did not take high school biology* did not reveal 
statistically significant differences#
i n .  smrnm of eaia pertaining to veteran m
STATUS AS A POSSIBLE FACTOR IN AOi&VUOT 
XN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
A complete summary of comparisons of mean totals pertaining 
to veteran status as a possible factor in achievement in the basic 
biological sciences is shown in Table XXVIII* A study of Table XXVIII 
indicates that of the students who took high school biology veteran 
students who took high school biology did slightly better in the basic
TABLE XXVII
COMPARISONS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN THE BASIC BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
OF NON-VETERANS WHO TOOK HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY WITH
NON-VETERANS WHO DIB NOT
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biological sciences combined than non-veterans* Hie grade-polnt-means 
of combined totals were 1*203 for veterans as compared to 3.*023 for 
non-veterans* Table 2OTIII further Indicate® that in th© case of 
students who did not take high school biology veterans also did better 
than non-veterans in the basic biological sciences. The grade-point- 
means of combined totals were 1*147 for veterans and *921 for non-veterans* 
Ha other wards, the summary of data pertaining to veteran status 
in achievement in the basic biological sciences indicates that veterans 
who took high school biology performed best scholastically, veterans 
who did not take high school biology performed second best, non-veterans 
who took high school biology and non-veterans who did not take high 
school biology represent the third and last positions respectively*
TABLE m i l l
sumharx of comparisons of mean totals pertainimg to
VETERAN STATUS AS A POSSIBLE FACTOR IK  ACHIEVEMENT IN THE BASIC  BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
TOOK HIGH SCHOOL B IO LO G I DID NOT TAKE HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY
VETERANS HCH-VEXE&AKS VETERANS WM-VETEam
Bil?* f0~ W  U«a (Bio* Tg~Sei* j tala I*™* * i&cU tala L ~ rrz ± r~
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Thlfl study, based on data secured from the record files of 
the Junior Division and Registrar* s offices of touisiana State University, 
purported to investigate the relationship of a course in high school 
biology to the beginning courses in botany, zoology, and biological 
sciences, and to determine whether certain other factors appear to be 
related to achievement in these basic biological sciences*
A general comparison of the relative achievements in botany, 
zoology, and biological science of students who had and did not have 
high school biology was made first $ then a comparison of achievements 
of various significant combinations of group® which had and which 
did not have high school biology provided the method of determining 
the relationship between achievement in basic college biology and the 
following factors which allegedly relate to achievement* (1) residence 
of the student during the period of high school trainings (2) sla© of 
the hi^i school attended3 (3) sex of the student3 and (A) veteran 
status of the student*
In making the various comparisons throughout the study all 
the groups were roughly equated as to general learning ability by 
making a random selection of an equal number of students from each 
quin tile rank resulting from the American Council Psychological
so
Examination, &«ade point®, conforiaing to the standard method of 
assignment, were used, allowing three grade-points per credit for m  
A, two for a B, one for a c, and none for a $ or F« Hie dlff©rences 
between the grade-point means of the various groins in the paired 
quintile gro»^s and totals were determined, the group favored indicated, 
and the significance of the difference between the two means tested 
by means of Fisher1 s »t# ratio at five per cent levels, differences 
at five per cent levels and less being considered as significant*
The actual determination of the significance of th© various differences 
between means was expedited by determining the b-v&lue of the dif­
ference, and consulting a table of t-values to see if the t-valu© 
determined was of such a magnitude to be considered as significant 
statistically.
The results of the summary of comparisons of achievements in 
the basic biological sciences indicated that students who had taken 
courses in High school biology showed greater degrees of achievement 
in the basic biological sciences than those idio had not taken the 
M gh school course in biology, The intensity of the greater degree 
of achievement exhibited by those having had a coarse in high school 
biology was exhibited in botany, aoology, and biological science 
In order, the differences between mean®, non© significant statistically, 
being ,337, .092 and .079 respectively.
the compilation and tabulation of data relative to residence 
as a possible factor in achievement in the basic biological sciences 
as a result of previous training in high school biology showed that
31
students idio took high school biology in high schools outside Louisiana 
exhibited the hipest mean grads-^oint^ratio, 1.132$ students who 
took high school biology in Louisiana high schools exhibited the 
second highest, 1*115$ students having attended Louisiana high Schools, 
not having taken high school biology, 1*041$ and students having 
attended non-Louisiana high schools, not having taken high school 
biology, 1.036. m  no ease did any comparisons pertaining to residence 
indicate naan totals that were statistically significant.
the sumaary of comparisons of mean totals pertaining to si&e 
of the high school attended reveals that, in general, students who 
took high school biology in small high schools did better in the 
basic biological sciences than students who took high school biology 
in large high schools* The significance of this difference, sig­
nificant statistically only in geology, is somenriiat less intensified 
ty the fact that students, not having taken high school biology, who 
attended high schools did better than students, not having
taken high school biology, v&o attended large high schools* The 
afiflTi totals of the groups used in various comparisons relative to 
siae of school as a possible factor in achievement in the basic 
biological sciences are as followsi student® who took high school 
biology in small high schools, 1*260$ students who attended small 
high schools and did not take high school biology, 1*176$ student® 
who took high school biology in large high schools, 1.154$ and students 
who attended large high schools and did not take high school biology, 
1.046.
82
The summarisation of data pertaining to sex as a possible factor 
influencing achievement in the basic biological science® indicates 
that among students who took high School biology very little difference 
between the achievements of men and women students in the basic bio­
logical sciences was noted. The hipest grade-point mean of total 
cases, 1*306, of the four groups used for the comparisons was ex­
hibited by women students who did not take biology in high school* 
Means of totals of 1*076, 1*071, and .906 were exhibited by men 
students t£iq took high school biology, women students who took high 
school biology, and men students who did not take high s chool biology 
respectively.
The investigation of data pertaining to veteran status of 
students as a possible factor in achievement in the basic biological 
sciences showed that of the students who took high school biology 
veteran students did slightly better than non-veteran students* The 
grads-point means of combined totals of the three basic biological 
sciences were 1,503 for veterans as compared to 1*033 for non-veterans. 
In the case of students who did not take high school biology veterans 
did considerably better than non-veterans, the grade-point means of 








































biology courses do bettor in the basic biological sciences than 
students who attend large high schools and take high, school biology,
4* In the case of students who take high school biology 
courses, very little difference between the achievements of men 
and women students in the basic biological sciences is to b© notedj 
of the students who do not take high school courses in biology* women 
students do considerably better in the basic biological sciences 
than men; and, in general, women students who do not take courses 
in high school biology do better in the basic biological sciences 
than both men and women students who take the course in high school 
biology.
5# Veteran students who take courses in high school biology, 
in general, do better in the basic biological sciences than non- 
veteran students who take courses in high school biology; and veterans 
who did not take biology in high school do better in the basic biological 
sciences than non-veterans who take high school biology,
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